The XXIst Moscow Salon of inventions and innovation technologies
«Archimedes - 2018»
The business program
April, 4th
CEC «Sokolniki», pavilion №2
10:00 - 18:00 Registration of participants, delivery of exhibits to the exhibition,
arrangement of stands

April, 5th
CEC «Sokolniki», pavilion №2
9:00 - 10:00 Registration of participants, visitors of the Salon and representatives
of mass-media
CEC «Sokolniki», pavilion №2
10:00 Working opening of Salon
Office of the Commission of experts, pavilion №2
11:00 - 18:00 Work of the Commission of experts with participants of theSalon
The chairman of the Commission of experts:
Gavrilova Elena Borisovna, deputy director of the Federal state
budgetary institution «The Federal institute of industrial property»
Organizers: the Salon Commission of experts, the Federal state
budgetary institution «The Federal institute of industrial property»
United exposition of the joint-stock company «The Russian space systems», pavilion
№2
11:00 - 12:30 Presentation of the invention potential of the joint-stock company
«The Russian space systems»
Organizers: The joint-stock company «Russian space systems»
Exposition of the Rostov branch of the state educational institution of higher
education «the Russian customs academy», pavilion №2
13:00 - 13:30 Presentation of the innovation potential of the Rostov branch of the
state educational institution of higher education «The Russian
customs academy»

Organizers: the Rostov branch of the state educational institution of
higher education «The Russian customs academy»

Forum, pavilion №2
15:00 - 15:30 Official opening ceremony of the XXI Moscow International Salon
of inventions and innovation technologies «Archimedes - 2018»
Organizers: Salon Organizing committee, WIPO, the Federal service
on intellectual property (Rospatent), the Ministry of Defence of the
Russian Federation, Moscow city organization of the All-Russia
society of inventors and rationalizers, International innovation club
"Archimedes"
Performance of the Military band of the «Military-air academy named after
N.Zhukovsky and Y.Gagarin»
CEC «Sokolniki», pavilion №2
15:30 - 16:30 Detour of the Salon exhibition by the VIP delegation
Organizers: Salon Organizing committee
Salon business club, pavilion №2
16:30 - 17:00 Press conference of the Salon «Archimedes - 2018» organizers
The leader: Zezyulin Dmitry Ivanovich, the president of the Salon
"Archimedes"
CEC «Sokolniki», pavilion №2, the united exposition of the Ryazan province
17:00 - 17:40 Presentation of innovative potential of the Ryazan area
Organizers: Administration of the Ryazan province, the Ryazan
innovation club

April, 6th
Office of the International jury, pavilion №2
10:00 - 13:00 Work of the Salon International jury with participants
Organizers: Salon Organizing committee, Salon Management, the
Salon International jury
Office of the International jury, pavilion №2
13:30-15:00 The final session of the Salon International jury

The united exposition of Taiwan (the Chinese republic), pavilion №2
12:00 - 13:00 Presentation of the Taiwan innovative potential (the Chinese
republic)
Organizers: The Chinese innovation-invention society of Chinese
Republic (CIIS)
Exposition of the "Stip" ltd (Kazan), pavilion №2
14:00 - 15:00 Presentation of innovation projects of the "Stip" ltd
Exposition of the Scientific-educational centre of the Moscow city organization of the
All-Russia society of inventors and rationalizers, pavilion №2
15:30 - 16:00 Presentation of projects of the Scientific-educational centre of the
Moscow city organization of the All-Russia society of inventors and
rationalizers,
United exposition of the Republic Korea, pavilion №2
16:00 - 17:00 Presentation of the innovative potential of the Republic Korea
Organizers: Organizers: Korea Invention Promotion Association
(KIPA)
Conference hall, pavilion №2
10:00 - 15:45 the International scientific-practical conference «Actual problems
of the invention and patent-licencing activities»
Organizers: the World intellectual property organisation, Federal
service on intellectual property (Rospatent), the «Federal institute of
the industrial property», the Moscow city organization of the AllRussia society of inventors and rationalizers,
10:00 - 10:30 Registration of the conference participants
10:30 - 11:00 Conference opening
Introductory speech: Zhamoidik Mikhail Vladimirovich, a deputy head of
Rospatent
Introductory speech: Mihal Shwantner, the director of the Department of
countries with transitive and developed economy of the WIPO
Reports
10:50-11:10
Theme 1: Rospatent Initiatives on legislation perfection in the
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sphere of legal protection of inventions, utility models and
industrial samples
The Lecturer: Travnikov Dmitry Vladimirovich, the head of the
department of the organisation of granting state services of
Rospatent
Theme 2: Problems and prospects of prolongation of the
patent action for inventions concerning medical products
The Lecturer: Gavrilova Elena Borisovna, deputy director of the
Federal Institute of Industrial property
Theme 3: the New order of payment of duties according to
the new edition of the Position about duties
The Lecturer: Sorokina Elena Vladimirovna, the deputy chief of
the Center of monitoring quality - the head of the department of
general problems of granting state services of the Federal
Institute of Industrial property
Theme 4: Education in the intellectual property sphere in
interests of inventors and rationalizers
The Lecturer: Bliznets Ivan Anatolievich, rector of the FGBOU
VO RGAIS. doct.jur.sci., prof.
Theme 5: Methods of processing and analysis of data while
performing patent researches
The Lecturer: Smirnova Veronica Removna, the pro-rector on
scientific work and international cooperation of the FGBOU VO
RGAIS. doct.econ.sci., sen.lect.
Theme 6: Commercialization of results of intellectual
activities of start-ups: problems and solutions
The Lecturer: Dyachenko Oleg Georgievich, the project head on
intellectual property of the joint-stock company «Russian export
centre», cand.chem.sci.
Coffee-break
Theme 7: Technology Commercialization Model at Maejo
University, Chiangmai, THAILAND.
The Lecturer: Prof. Dr. Chamnian Yosraj, the president of
Maejo University, Chiang Mai,
Thailand
Theme 8: Inventions on protection of environment
The Lecturer: Lubomir Mrkic, the doctor of sciences, a
businessman, Obrenovac, Republic of Serbia
Theme 9: Prospects of use of front lines nanotechnologies in

economy
The Lecturer: Marek Piontkowski, an engineer, the doctor of the
branch of Engineering and chemical technology of the chair of
biotechnology and physical chemistry, Republic of Poland
14:20-14:40
Theme 10: Main principles of invention and rationalisation
work
The Lecturer: Shloido Gennady Andreevich, a member of the
Guild of enterprises of high technologies and innovations of the
Moscow chamber of commerce and industry, the chief of the
department of intellectual property of the LTD company
«Independent expert appraisal XXI», «the Deserved inventor of
the Russian Federation», cand.techn.sci
14:40-15:00
Theme 11: Experience of struggle against unfair competition
The Lecturer: Afanasiev Sergey Vasilievich, Bureau chief on
development and protection of objects of intellectual property of
the OJSC "Toliattiazot", professor of the FGBOU VO «The
Toliatti state university», doct.techn.sci.
15:00-15:45
Answers to questions. Conference closing.
Conference hall, pavilion №2
16:00 - 18:00 The Round table: Invention and rationalisation activities as the tool
of the sustainable development of enterprises of the militaryindustrial complex
Organizers: Committee on invention, rationalisation and patentlicencing activities in the Bureau of the Association « League for
assistance to the defense enterprises», the All-Russian public
organisation «Union of machine engineers of Russia», Moscow city
organization of the All-Russia society of inventors and rationalizers

April, 7th
United exposition «Young inventors of Moscow», pavilion №2
10:30 - 11:30 Presentation of projects and inventions of the united exposition
«Young inventors of Moscow»
Organizers: Moscow city organization of the All-Russia society of
inventors and rationalizers, company Glami Co., Ltd (Republic Korea)
Salon business club, pavilion №2
10:30 - 13:00 Round table «Increase if invention activities of high schools - an

important factor of innovative development of the country»
Organizers: Federal service on intellectual property (Rospatent), the
Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, the
«Federal institute of the industrial property», the Fund of new forms of
education (the federal operator of children's technoparks
"Auantorium"), the Moscow state technical university named after
N.E. Bauman, FGBOU VO «The Russian state academy of intellectual
property», the Operator of the portal PROEKTORIA (vocational
orientation of schoolboys and students who are engaged in
engineering creativity)
United exposition of the Republic of Poland, pavilion №2
12:00 - 12:45 Presentation of innovation projects and inventions of the Republic
of Poland
Organizers: INVENTOR POLAND (Republic of Poland)
Business club, pavilion №2
14:00 - 15:30 Session of the International innovation club "Archimedes" and the
organising committee of the World congress of inventors
Organizers: International club "Archimedes"
United exposition of the Kingdom Thailand, pavilion №2
16:00 - 16:45 Presentation of innovative projects and inventions of the Kingdom
Thailand
Organizers: Association of Thai Innovation and Invention Promotion
(ATIP)

Exposition of the LLC «Biochim Agent», pavilion №2
17:10 - 17:45 Presentation of inventions of the LLC «Biochim Agent»
Organizers: LLC «Biochim Agent» (St.-Petersburg)

April, 8th
United exposition of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, pavilion №2
10:30 - 11:45 Presentation of innovative projects and inventions of the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia
Organizers: Global Exhibitions Saudi Arabia

United exposition of the Republic of Serbia, pavilion №2
11:20 - 12:00 Presentation of the innovative potential of the Republic of Serbia
Organizers: Association of inventors of the Republic of Serbia

United exposition of the Czech Republic, pavilion №2
13:15 - 14:00 Presentation of the innovative potential of the Czech Republic
Organizers: Industrial property office of the Czech Republic
Forum, pavilion №2
15:00 - 16:30 Official ceremony of closing of the Moscow International Salon of
inventions and innovation technologies «Archimedes - 2018»
Rewarding of winners in nominations:
 Grand-prix of the Salon «Golden Archimedes»
 WIPO Medal «For invention»
 IFIA Medal «For the complex of projects presented at the Salon inventions»
 «The best innovation project of the Salon" Archimedes "
 «The best inventor of the city of Moscow»
 «The best industrial sample of the Salon" Archimedes "
 «The best invention in interests of the Armed forces of the Russian Federation»
 «The best invention in interests of the enterprises of an military-industrial
complex of the Russian Federation»
 «The best invention in interests of protection, rescue and safety of people»
 «The best invention in interests of the space branch»
 «The best invention in interests of road branch»
 The best invention in scientific-technical creativity of youth of Moscow (with
support of the general partner of the Salon «GLAMI CO, Ltd» South Korea)
 Special prizes of the Salon for foreign exhibitors
 Special prizes and awards from foreign organisations for inventors and
manufacturers of innovative products
 «The best invention in interests of the building industry of a city of Moscow»
 «The best invention in interests of housing and communal services of the city
of Moscow»
 «The best invention in interests of agriculture of the Russian Federation»
 The international exhibition-contest of trade marks and names of places of
goods origin «Trade mark LEADER»

Region cup «For active work in development of invention and rationalization
activities in a Region»
Amateur performances of the Red Flag Baltic fleet sailors


pavilion №2
17:00 End of Salon work
CEC «Sokolniki», pavilion №2
17:00 - 20:00 Removal of exhibits

